Giza
2020 Giza is the leading sales and planning
software for office design professionals that
doesn’t require AutoCAD®. Create appealing client
presentations, develop fast, detailed quotes, design
complex layouts and generate a comprehensive bill
of materials—all from a single software platform. The
suite contains three base applications, 2020 Giza, 2020
Worksheet and 2020 Visual Impression. 2020 Giza is
the most easy to use space planning software in the
industry, and 2020 Worksheet is a powerful tool for
product specification, pricing and creating proposals.
2020 Visual Impression provides high-quality 3D
renderings of your designs.

2020spaces.com/2020Giza

Giza
The Challenge
To keep up with the competition, designers need to turn projects
around faster. They need easy-to-use software that creates accurate

Benefits

designs and layouts in an intuitive space planning tool. They need

Close more sales

software that can manage more projects and create quick, accurate

Easily create winning, professional
proposals including complete space
plans and line-item estimates.

quotes in minutes.

The Solution
2020 Giza is easy-to-use software for building quotes and
presentations that can shorten the sales cycle and create more
efficient, more profitable design and sales teams. It’s a non-AutoCAD®based tool with the integrated features to import from and export
to AutoCAD®, allowing effective communication with others in the
architecture and design community. 2020 Giza measures up as your
business grows as it’s the ideal software for both simple and complex
projects.

Limit the learning curve
Create accurate designs and layouts
in an intuitive space-planning tool that
does not require AutoCAD®.

Increase output
Boost your productivity, handling more
projects and more clients, to ultimately
increase profits.

Handle any size project
Handle simple or complex projects with
ease.

Make fewer planning errors
Virtually eliminate design and
specification errors and submit clean
orders so projects are delivered on time
and on budget.

Features
Icon menu
Select products from manufacturerspecific graphics on the icon menu for
quick and intuitive use.

Design-assist tools
Speed up the design process and
increase project accuracy with advanced
design automation tools.

Architectural tools
Draw architectural features like walls,
doors and windows without the need
for a traditional CAD-based architectural
tool.

Vignette plot
Build professional presentations by
creating single-page proposals with plan
views, hidden line renderings and bills
of materials.

Easily create complex space plans in 2D top views including complete architecture.

Media menu
Present and demonstrate company and
product information with 3D renderings,
animation and other custom content.

2020 Visual Impression
Every license of 2020 Giza comes with
a companion license of 2020 Visual
Impression that delivers amazing visuals
for your project. Access designs on your
iPad®, even when you’re on the road!

Simply click to create a 3D hidden line view of a design.

About 2020
2020 helps professional designers, retailers and manufacturers in the interior
design and furniture industries capture ideas, inspire innovation and streamline
processes. By providing end-to-end solutions and the world’s largest collection
of manufacturers’ catalogs, 2020 provides businesses with the software and
content to be more efficient, integrated and productive.
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For system requirements, please visit 2020spaces.com/install
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